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21 tiny ways to stop feeling
hopeless
By Unstuck
When hopelessness hits, we feel sunk. All
our worst stories swirl in our head,
punctuated by words like can’t, won’t,
never, impossible. Life feels bleak.
If only there were a switch we could flip
that would turn our thoughts and emotions
around.
Until there is (we’re not holding our
breath), we can take tiny steps that will
gradually restore our faith in possibility.
To start, summon your strength and any of
the twenty-one ideas below that feels right for you. Consider the smallest sense of
relief as great progress, because it is. Then engage your relief to try another.
One request: If you believe your depression is clinical, please reach out to a
professional.

When you’re feeling hopeless, ask yourself:
1. “How important is this to my life overall? Does it really make everything else
worthless?”
2. “What can I control?”

Search
TRIED AND
TRUE WAYS
TO GET
UNSTUCK
+ Adapt fresh perspectives
+ Expand your empathy
+ Lead with gratitude

+ Welcome play into your life
+ Work like a human

I’M FEELING
STUCK
BECAUSE…
+ I don’t know what I want
+ I don’t want to fail
+ I keep delaying
+ I won’t speak up

3. “What makes me feel worse? Should I do something other than play the same game
on my phone because it’s taking me down a dark road?”

+ I’m over my head

4. “Who am I blaming for this situation? Does it help or am I avoiding a truth?”

+ I’m creatively blocked

5. “What stories am I telling myself?” Say them out loud or write them on paper. Hunt
for the hyperbole in your thoughts and cross it out. It’s likely not that bad.
6. “Have I looked for opportunity? How could I do that?” (Here’s one way to spot
opportunity.)

+ I’m not confident

+ I’m unmotivated
+ I’m in a negative loop
+ It’s a relationship thing
+ Work sucks
+ Life is chaotic

7. “What could I do that would make me feel steadier?” (A few ideas: jogging, baking,
getting a haircut.)

+ Something’s changed

When you’re feeling hopeless, think about this:

+ Starting over is hard

+ Something’s not right

8. There is more than one right answer.
9. Timing is about you, not other people. (More on comparing yourself to others here.)
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10. You have a choice.

+ Tunnel Visionary: blinded

11. There is no magic moment. Coming out of this will be gradual.
12. Nothing stays the same.
13. You can be the hero of your own story. (Here’s a work sheet to help you do that.)
14. People want to help. (Consider these benefits of asking for help.)

When you’re feeling hopeless, try this:
15. Make a list of interesting things you haven’t tried yet. Maybe you want to try one
now.
16. Have a good cry. It will release toxins and elevate mood, among other things.
17. Indulge in your go-to comfort activity (reading, a favorite movie, jigsaw puzzles)
and focus on the now.
18. Don’t try to fix what’s making you hopeless right away.
19. Find some inspiration in the world. Artwork. The horizon. Store windows. (This
primer on inspiration might help.)
20. Try not to fully isolate yourself. Being in the company of others can remind you
that all is not lost.
21. Get up and move. Physical activity releases endorphins that make us feel better.
(Here’s of story of how yoga can help release grief.)

When your motivation goes missing…
Our digital Life Course gets at the core of what’s not working so you
can find the right inspiration to get re-energized.
Spark Your Motivation>

More Unstuck Advice
How to take your ego out of the process
When one of my coaching clients, Alex, was passed over for a promotion, she
had to reckon with a bruised ego. She felt like a failure and, in her ...

Why self-compassion is more important than self-esteem
We’re all familiar with the gratifying feeling that accompanies a job well
done. Even if it simply means that you nailed that pot roast you made f...

Instant Insight: Having hope and giving hope
Having hope — whether it's for ourselves and the people in our lives or for
the world at large — is a big and meaningful component of gratitude. When
...
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to new possibilities
+ Deflated Doer: feeling

unmotivated
+ Drifter: feeling directionless
+ Waffler: unable to decide
+ Reluctant Adapter:

resisting change
+ Idle Achiever: stalled by the

details
+ Fuzzy Forecaster: unable to

see the vision clearly
+ Ad Libber: operating

without a plan
+ Perplexed Planner: caught

in what is instead of what
could be
+ Lone Leader: not asking for

help
+ Avoider: painfully

procrastinating
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Unstuck offers tools and tips to help you get at the heart of what has you stuck. Use the free Unstuck
web app or download the free iPad app at the iTunes store.
Break the habits that get you stuck. Shop now for Unstuck Tip Cards to stop
negative thinking, conjure creativity, boost productivity, and stop procrastination.

#Fresh perspective #Negative thinking #Shift Your Mindset
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